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REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Pursuant to U.R.A.P. 24(c), appellant Norman Fife ("Mr. Fife"), 
by and through his counsel of record, hereby submits his Reply Brief 
in response to the Brief filed by respondent, Barbara Fife ("Mrs. 
Fife").* 
The purpose of this Reply Brief is not to belabor points already 
argued, but rather to bring to this Court's attention several 
fundamental mistakes undermining the persuasiveness of Mrs. Fife's 
position on appeal. (1) First, by conceding that the trial court 
failed to make findings concerning alimony as required by Jones v. 
Jones, 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah, 1986), Mrs. Fife appears to confess that 
* References toMrs. Fife's Brief are cited herein by the designation 
"Mrs. Fife's Brief, at ." 
there was error at the trial court level. (2) Second, Mrs. FifeTs 
Brief continues in its argument and calculations to reference the 
separate, inherited property of Mr. Fife as a basis for analysis of 
the distribution of the marital estate. (3) Third, Mrs. Fife!s Brief 
utilizes the various figures arrived at by the trial court which 
were contrary to the evidence or unsupported by any evidence. These 
figures, among others, are Mrs. FifeTs income, Mr. FifeTs income, 
and the valuations of the marital obligations. (4) Fourth, the trial 
court abused its discretion in denying Mr. FifeTs motion pursuant 
to U.R.Civ.P. 60(b). Each of these errors will be discussed in order. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE TRIAL COURTTS DIVISION OF THE MARITAL ESTATE 
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES CONSTITUTES AN ABUSE OF 
DISCRETION RESULTING IN AN INEQUITABLE AND UNJUST 
DISTRIBUTION TO THE DEFENDANT 
A. The trial court's Findings as to valuations 
of property within the marital estate, and 
indebtedness of the parties are unfounded 
and contrary to undisputed evidence adduced 
at trial. 
Mr. Fife asserts that the trial court's Findings of Fact should 
be overturned by this court because they are contrary to the clear 
preponderance of the evidence at trial. Berger v. Berger, 713 P.2d 
695 (Utah, 1985). This contention is based upon numerous instances 
where uncontroverted testimony of Mr. Fife was ignored and values 
and amounts placed in the Findings of Fact without apparent 
substantiation in the record. 
In the Second Amended Findings of Fact entered by Judge Freder ick, 
and attached to Appellants main Brief, paragraph 54 finds that notes 
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payable to Mr. Fife from one Harwood and one Broadhead were of a value 
of $73,160.00. Defendant was awarded these "assets". This Finding 
is unsupported by the record, and is in fact negated by the testimony 
and exhibits of Mr. Fife. Mr. Fife testified that the notes to 
Broadhead and Harwood were at that time 686 days past due and 760 
days past due respectively. Further, plaintiff's Exhibit 36, p. 3 
(reproduced in Appendix) shows that the Deed of Trust to Broadhead 
and Lee Investment was assigned to Intermountain Thrift and Loan in 
1981. Therefore, Mr. Fife has no right to collect or receive funds 
from such note, and it cannot truly be deemed an asset of the marital 
estate. Thus, the calculations of both the trial court and Mrs. 
Fife are clearly erroneous in that they list a $73,000.00 asset 
awarded to Mr. Fife which the record repeatedly shows are without 
value. [Tr. 23, 24, 74]. 
The trial court further entered a Finding in paragraph 49 that 
the Park City condominium was awarded to Mr. Fife and was valued at 
$107,000.00. The court further found that the Park City condominium 
was "presently encumbered". Conspicuous by its absence is any finding 
as to the amount of such encumbrance, while the record is replete 
with references to the fact that the condominium was encumbered 
beyond its fair market value, with obligations totalling $131,000.00. 
[Tr. 21, 76, 78, 157]. Thus the record contains ample evidence of 
this large obligation, but no specific finding is made in this regard. 
This evidence appears to counsel to be undisputed. 
Thus is appears the trial court was selective in its Findings, 
and they are sharply skewed against Mr. Fife. While he is awarded 
the "asset" of some $73,000.00 in value, the evidence is that "asset" 
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was worthless and had been for a period of years. By the same token, 
large obligations on property awarded to Mr, Fife are ignored and 
no value is set upon them. These combined factors create a highly 
distorter! picture of the marital estate, and result in an inequitable 
and oppressive distribution of the marital estate. 
B. Addendum "A" to Mrs. Fife's Brief misstates 
the evidence adduced at trial, and uses 
deceptive figures which erroneously include 
separate inherited property not within the 
marital estate. 
Mrs. Fife Ts Brief contains an Addendum which purports to 
recapitulate the distribution of the marital estate. While Judge 
Frederick made a Finding in paragraphs 39, 40, 41, and 42 that the 
Solmon Ranch and Stringham Avenue properties were separate property 
acquired by inheritance, Mrs. Fife continues to refer to these 
properties to justify the distribution of the marital estate. Mr. 
Fife contends that this is wholly improper, is contrary to the state 
of the law on separate property, and only serves to muddle the issues 
properly before this Court. Further, Mrs. Fife !s Brief, Addendum 
"A" suffers from several factual inaccuracies which ignore the record 
and the Findings of Judge Frederick. Mrs. Fife's Brief Addendum "A", 
in the section on property awarded to Mr. Fife, indicates a subtotal 
of $446,548.00. Looking at just the assets portion of this table, 
this figure does not equal the sum of the previous column entries. 
Rather, the table should indicate that Mr. Fife received $220,334.00 
worth of assets, even including the valueless trust deeds that have 
been discussed in Point I, A, supra. Subtracting off these worthless 
trust deeds, the actual figure supported by the evidence is 
$147,174.00. This figure is in no way near the $446,000.00 amount 
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which appears in Mrs. FifeTs Brief. Once the value of the separate 
inherited property is added in, the $446,584.00 figure does appear 
to be the correct amount, but erroneously includes separate inherited 
property. This figure is therefore, misleading and wholly 
inappropriate for discussion in this appeal. 
Mrs. Fife's Addendum "A" further neglects many of the debts 
against the assets in the far right hand column of that sheet. As 
was discussed in Point I, A, supra, the Park City condominium had 
an undisputed encumbrance of $131,000.00. [Tr. 21, 76, 78, 157]. 
Mrs. Fife's Addendum "A" also ignores the First Interstate obligation 
of $31,000.00, [Tr. 155, 171]. Exhibit D-42, (reproduced in Appendix) 
shows all obligations in detail. The omission by Mrs. Fife of over 
$200,000.00 in obligations that were ordered to be discharged by the 
defendant, clearly indicate that the figures relied on by Mrs. Fife 
are inaccurate and do not reflect the evidence at trial. 
The combined effect of these errors and omissions in the 
calculations of Addendum tTAtf fortify Mr. Fife's arguments that the 
trial court ignored the evidence in assessing the assets and 
liabilities of themarital estate, confused the issues by the inclusion 
of the separate inherited property, and made an inequitable 
distribution of the marital estate by virtue of the above errors and 
the award of substantially all the unencumbered property to Mrs. Fife. 
POINT II 
THE TRIAL COURT'S AWARD OF ALIMONY TO THE 
PLAINTIFF IS EXCESSIVE IN AMOUNT AND DURATION, 
AND CONSTITUTES AN ABUSE OF DISCRETION RESULTING 
IN AN INEQUITABLE AND UNJUST BURDEN UPON THE 
DEFENDANT 
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A. Mrs. Fife's Brief apparently concedes that 
the trial court failed to make findings as 
required by English v. English and Jones 
v. Jones, and the record indicates that the 
trial court did not consider these factors 
in its award of alimony to Mrs. Fife. 
The Brief of Mrs. Fife at p. 13 concedes that the trial court 
did not make specific findings on the factors the trial court should 
consider in awarding alimony. See English v. English, 565 P.2d 409, 
411 (Utah, 1977), and Jones v. Jones, 700 P.2d 1072, 1075 (Utah, 
1985). These cases have been discussed at length in the Supreme 
Court fs recent opinions and the main Brief of Appellant and will not 
be discussed further. While conceding the trial court failed to 
make even a cursory analysis in its formal findings, Mrs. Fife appears 
to argue that this not necessarily fatal to the lower court's ruling. 
Mr. Fife would contest this position and would counter that, by the 
nature of the trial court's ruling, it is apparent that the court 
did not consider these requisite factors in arriving at its decision 
regarding alimony. 
Mrs. Fife was gainfully employed at the time of the divorce. 
Indeed her monthly income exceeded the monthly household allowance 
her husband had given her for some period of years. At Tr. 109 Mrs. 
Fife testifies that all household expenses were paid out of the 
allowance given to her by Mr. Fife of $500.00 per month. This 
allowance paid for all obligations of the household with six people. 
Now that there are only two people, Mrs. Fife testifies at Tr. 128 
that her current monthly expenses are in the area of $850.00. The 
court erroneously calculated this amount as being $1,006.00, a figure 
which Mr. Fife is unable to reconstruct from any interpretation of 
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the transcript or record as a whole. Mr. Fife contends that this 
$1,006.00 figure is totally contrived, is without foundation in the 
record, and is not stated as a finding as required by Jones and 
English, supra. 
The alimony award becomes even more indefensible in light of 
the award of the unencumbered home to Mrs. Fife. Again no findings as 
to need were made by the trial court. 
Even assuming that the trial court's estimate of Mr. Fife's 
income in the neighborhood of $85,000.00 is correct, which Mr. Fife 
does not concede it is, the failure to enter findings concerning Mr. 
Fife's ability to pay (in light of the large amount of obligations 
assigned to him), vis-a-vis the need of the wife, presents a record 
to this court which is in essence unreviewable due to its ambiguity 
and inconsistencies with the undisputed evidence. 
The Utah Supreme Court has long recognized the desirability of 
specific findings so that in the area of spousal support so that its 
role in appellate review will be meaningful. Without such findings, 
the trial court has in essence unfettered discretion to enter an 
unreviewable order. Walker v. Walker, 707 P.2d 110, 113, (Utah, 
1985); Higley v. Higley, 676 P.2d 379, 382, (Utah, 1983); and Paffel 
v. Paffel, 48 Utah Adv. Rep. 12, 14 (Utah, 1986). In light of the 
foregoing factors and case law, the trial court's failure to analyze 
the English and Jones factors was clear error requiring a remand to 
the trial court. 
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B. The trial court Ts findings concerning 
the parties 1 income and liabilities 
are contrary to the evidence adduced 
at trial, and do not reflect the 
uncontrover ted evidence concerning 
these factors. 
The income of Mr. Fife was an issue that central to the trial 
court's assessment of spousal support awarded to Mrs. Fife. While 
Mr. Fife testified repeatedly that he was a government contractor, 
and that his profit margin was fixed, it is clear that Mr. Fife Ts 
profits were in an approximate amount of 25 per cent of the invoices 
submitted and paid by the Unites States Government. [Tr. 166]. This 
appears to be uncont rover ted. Mr. Fife's testimony was that the 
contractors awarded have no relation to the amounts paid in any given 
year, the cancellation rates on contracts, or delays due to non-
production. Mr. Fife's testimony further indicated that 1981 and 
1982 were abnormally high years for income due to his manufacture 
of explosive parts for the Air Force. These issues are fully discussed 
in Mr. Fife's main Brief. 
The court's findings as toMr. Fife's income bears no relationship 
to the evidence introduced at trial. As an example, defendant's 
Exhibit #48, (reproduced in the Appendix), shows that of the 102,029.00 
in net deposits from government invoices deposited in that year, 
$18,023.00 were invoices paid in 1982 but deposited in 1983. This 
leaves the defendant with a total 1983 gross income of $84,006.00. 
Using the defendant's undisputed testimony that 25 per cent profit 
margin is average in his business, his net profit or disposable 
income would be in the area of $18,281.00. [Tr. 167, defendant's 
Exhibit # 4 8 ] . Likewise, Exhibit #47, (reproduced in the Appendix), 
shows that for the 1982 tax year, his income of $174,895.00 would 
result in a net profit or disposable income of $43,724.00. It should 
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be noted that 1981 was an aberrant year in that extremely high profits 
were made on explosive devices, which are no longer used by the Air 
Force. Even the abnormally high 1982 income figure approximately 
$43,000.00 barely reaches one-half of the trial court's findings 
concerning the Mr. Fife's income. See Findings of Fact paragraph 
32. The $85,000.00 per year figure appears to be wholly 
unsubstantiated in the record of this action. 
Just as Mr. Fife's income has been grossly exaggerated by the 
trial court in its findings, Mrs. Fife's, income is grossly 
underestimated. While the court in paragraph 33 of the Findings of 
Fact concludes that Mrs. Fife's monthly pay is approximately $650.00 
per month, plaintiff's Exhibit #56, reproduced in the Appendix, and 
Mrs. Fife's testimony at Tr. 106 clearly demonstrates this finding's 
inaccuracy. The W-2 form reproduced in Exhibit #56 indicates that 
in 1983 Mrs. Fife earned a gross figure of $861.40 per month. 
Subtracting the federal and state withholding and total amounts of 
$1,724.00, Mrs. Fife's net income for 1983 from her employment alone 
was $8,613.00 or $717.00 per month. This amount is substantially 
higher than the $650.00 per month finding in paragraph 33 of the 
Findings of Fact. 
The court further omits any findings based upon the testimony 
of Mrs. Fife that she received $100.00 per month in rent from one of 
her children, and an occasional $60.00 per month rent from her 21 
year old son, Scott. [Tr. 131, 132]. The absence of the above 
findings, and the failure of the trial court to properly calculate 
Mrs. Fife's monthly income, indicate that this matter should be 
remanded for entry of findings in conformity with the evidence. 
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Mr. Fife asserts that this case is a prime example of why this 
Utah Supreme Court has required trial courts in divorce cases to 
make specific findings concerning spousal support. This case further 
demonstrates that these findings should be reviewed carefully by the 
trial court, and should be compared to the actually testimony of the 
parties and Exhibits offered by them to arrive at these figures. 
The errors in these calculations and omissions of other figures are 
uniformally against Mr. Fife's interest. Mr. Fife seeks a 
clarification of the record as embodied in the Findings of Fact, and 
also seeks a reversal in the alimony award based upon these erroneous 
figures and values. 
POINT III 
THE TRIAL COURTS DENIAL OF MR. FIFE'S MOTION 
PURSUANT TO U.R.Civ. P. 60(b) WAS AN ABUSE OF 
DISCRETION BASED UPON THE NEW INFORMATION BEFORE 
THE COURT AT THE TIME OF HEARING ON SUCH MOTION. 
Mrs. Fife's Brief at p. 3 states that Mir. Fife does not pursue 
an appeal on the trial court's denial of his motion pursuant to 
U.R.Civ P. 60(b), which is reproduced in Appendix. While Mr. Fife 
concedes that the issues involved in that Motion are duplicitous of 
those involved in this appeal, Mr. Fife does not abandon the Motion 
in the present appeal. A copy of Mr. Fife's Supplemental Memorandum 
in Support of his Motion pursuant to Rule 60(b) is attached in full 
and in the appendix to this brief. 
Mr. Fife's sole contention in regard to his Motion to set aside 
the judgment is that the trial court failed to recognize that serious 
problems that existed in the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law 
and Decree of Divorce filed in this action. Mr. Fife's Motion 
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pursuant to Rule 60(b) further sets forth additional information as 
to Mr. Fife's income which substantially verifies his position 
throughout the trial as to his income amount. The tax returns 
attached to such memorandum clearly indicate that the court's findings 
of an approximate annual income of $85,000.00 on behalf of Mr. Fife 
is clearly erroneous. 
Mr. Fife will not engage in extended discussion as to the merits 
of the abo ve-referenced mo ti on, in that all points have been previously 
discussed in Points I and II, supra. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendant requests that this Court alter the division of the 
property and the award of alimony made to plaintiff based upon the 
Findings and record now before this Court. In the alternative, 
defendant moves this Court to remand this action to the District 
Court for further proceedings and the entry of Findings concerning 
the desired distribution of the marital estate, including an analysis 
of encumbrances upon assets, and for further Findings upon the 
plaintiff's need for alimony. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this / ^ day of February, 1987. 
WILLIAM R. RUSSELL 
Attorney for Defendant 
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APPENDIX 
Intermountain 
Thrift & Loan 
A subsidiary of Utdh Bancorpoiation 
July 5*, 1984 
Mary C. Corporon 
Attorney At Law 
142 East 200 South Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Enclosed are copies of our documents pertaining to our loan 
with Norman Fife as per your request. The present balance 
on this loan is $34,086.00. It is a term loan and was all 
due and payable on June 10, 1984, to date it is still due 
and owing. If you have any further questions please don't 
hesitate to contact me. 
& 
Louise S. O'Connor 
Branch Manager 
4 O'i&y^^^ 
Trial Exhibit P-36, page 1 of 4 
Mam Office 81 West 3300 South • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Telephone (801) 973-5080 
Branch Locations 4659 Highland Drive • Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 • Telephone (801) 973-5084 
38 East 100 South • Heber City, Utah 84032 • Telephone (801) 654-2240 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
(Simple Interest) 
Amount Financed $_ 
FINANCE CHARGE (Interest) $_ 
Total of Payments $_ 
4 6 - 2 3 0 . 0 0 
4 , 2 1 7 . 7 0 
5 0 , 4 4 7 . 7 0 
Account No 
Name Norman 
Date. J u n e 4 , 
9 2 - 2 0 9 9 3 - 3 
F i f e 
1 9 8 2 
For value received, the undersigned, jointly and severally, promises to pay to the order of INTERMOUNTAIN THRIFT AND LOAN at any ol 
offices in the State of Utah the sum of F O R T Y S I X T H Q H S A N n TWO H l l N n R f f n T H T P T Y AND QQ/1QQPOLLA 
<$ 4 6 , 2 3 Q . 0 0 ) together with interest (FINANCE CHARGE) thereon at the rate of 1 8 . 5 0 % per annum (ANNU 
PERCENTAGE RATE) payable in O n e XMrxilOflOktKinstallment/s of $ 5 0 , 4 4 7 . 7 0 par month The^raicmstallment m 
be paid on the. _day of. December 19 Q2 a n d subsequent installment/s paid on the same day of each a 
every month thereafter until this Note has been paid in full 
Each installment shall be applied first to the payment of interest and thereafter to the payment of principal If any installment is not paid on 
due date, or within five (5) days thereof, then the holder hereof may accelerate this Note and declare the entire balance due and owing whereup 
the undersigned agrees to pay the entire balance of the Note After acceleration this Note shall accrue interest at the rate of X84¥ per annu 
(ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE) until paid In the event of failure to pay when due any installment or the accelerated principal, the undersign 
agrees to pay dll expenses of collection of this Note, including reasonable attorney s fees and court costs 
Every maker, endorser or guarantor of this note waives presentment, demand, notice, protest and all other notices in connection with tl 
delivery acceptance, default or enforcement of this note and each agrees that the holder, from time to time, may renew, modify or exter 
performance of obligations hereunder without their consent and also each specifically consents to release a part or all of any collateral that may t 
involved in this loan transaction and to the addition to or release of any party primarily or secondarily liable hereon. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has caused this Agreement to be executed as of the date above set forth, and, if executed by 
corporation, association or partnership, by officers thereof thereunto authorized in accordance with duly and regularly adopted existing authorii 
and resolution of the governing body of such corporation 
ATTEST: 
Secretary 
Borrower 
iTLKKLCftov 4/79 CVS SAC 
Trial Exhibit P-36, page 2 of. 4 
INDEXED: 
• >nrs. 
• / * • 
•<&*.J 
i 
Assignment of Deed of Trust 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers to INTERMOUNTAIN T H R I F T 
AND LOAN, a Utah C o r p o r a t i o n 
all beneficial interest under that certain Deed of Trust dated S e p t e m b e r 8 , 1 9 8 1 , executed by 
BROADHEAD & LEE INVESTMENT CO., a Utah Corporation
 7 Trustor, to 
ROBERT C. HYOE Trustee, 
and recorded as Instrument No. 1 9 0 8 5 3 on 4 / 2 8 / 8 2 in book M - 2 1 8 .page 
4 4 0 - 41 .of Official Records in the County Recorder's office of Summi t County, 
Utah, describing land therein as* and re-recorded May 10, 1982, as Entry No. 191248 
in Book M-219 at Pages 373-74 of Official Records: 
SEE EXHIBIT "A" 
ATTACHED HERETO 
O 
Entry No.. 
Recoaf)eo.4-.ttf.a3^#ji/wAfli. M p*3e^32j 
REQUEST , f MQWIAIN LAND UUJk 
FEE VA»* I * v :pf # * * •*#-. , . *tco*DM 
$ -& .•£<& by ?/^t*4L**j:f^2~a*ppfy 
INOEXBO AISTRAGf £ _ ^ J J 
TOGETHER with the note or notes therein described or referred to, the money due and to become due thereon with 
interest, and all rights accrued or to accrue under said Deed of Trust. 
Dated June 3, 1982 ^ ^ ^ ^ J^- ^ -<^>4^ 
STATE OF UTAH 1
 t,.^
lMlMt
*"
M
'**..# 
County of S a l t L a k e J M , ^ ' . . . . . . 1 ? / * / \ ' -
On the 3 r d day of J u n e A.D. 1982 , per«)na^/>^ppearear*b^tpre'Wi 
•* . »*' "
,,fc
 O **^ \ .. 
the signer of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he dxebiied U*e same. ^ | n 
Commission expires. Notary Public V ^ ^ - V ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
May 2 2 , 1 9 8 3 Residing in S a n ^ , Ut'^*r;^> * V * * 
STATE OF UTAH ] . '"'"<..m„^»'' ° • 
County of J f l * 
°
u t n c
 day of A.D. 19 . personally appeared before me 
who, being by me duly sworn, did say that he is (are) the 
respectively of the and that the 
said instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by authority o( 
and the aforesaid officers acknowledged to trie that said corporation executed the same. 
Commission expires: Notary Public 
Residing at B00KM 221 PAGE6 3 2. 
The land lllle (pnipauy ,
 l r ,i/l>2 
T r i a l E x h i b i t P -36 , pacje 3 of 4 
EXHIBIT "A" 
t h i n n i n g a t a point which i s South 89°44 ,14w Tast along the Center section l i n e , 
')23.100 fc^L and South 178,930 f e e t from the Center of Sect ion 9, riovnslap 2 Sojth, 
Kinqe 4 Ea*.t, S a l t Lake Base and Meridian, and runninq thence South 50°2n , l l" East 
152.661 f u i ; thence South 13°00 ,00M West, 201.840 fcotj thence North 44UIJ0,0Q" 
West, 102.60b f e e t , thence North 221.070 f e e t , nore or l e s s , to the point ot 
beginning. 
Subject t o and toqether with the non-exclusive eoscrnnt t o u t i l i z e a 30 foot wide 
parcel of property for the purpose of inqress and cqress , the* center l ine of v.hich 
i s described as fo l l ows : 
Beginning a t a po int which i s South 89p44 ,14" Hast, 18.689 f ee t along the center 
of s e c t i o n l i n e and South 654.717 f e e t fron the center o f Section 9, Tbvnship 2 
South, Range 4 East , S a l t Lake Base and Meridian said point being on a point on a 
116.577 foot radius curve t o the l e f t (radius point hoars North 06°25 ,%" West) ; 
thence Northeaster ly along the arc of said curve 84.374 f ee t (Delta=4i°2R ,orv) to 
a p o i n t o f curvature of a 847.500 foot radius curve t o the right (radius po int Learr* 
South 47*54 ,02M East) t thence Northeasterly along the arc of sa id curve 310.075 f e e t 
(Delta=20°57'46M) t o a point of curvature of a 100.000 foot radius curve to ttv* 
l e f t (radius point bears North 26°56 ,16" West); thence flortheasterly along the arc* 
of sa id curve 105.625 f e e t (Delta=60°31 ,06M) to a point of curvature of a 100.001 
f o o t radius curve to the r ight (radius point hears South 87*27*23" East); thence 
Northeaster ly along the arc of sa id curve 107.983 foot ( D e l t a = 6 1 ° 5 2 i i r ) ; thence 
North 64°24M8M East , 509.533 f e e t to a point of curvature of a 115.000 foot radius 
curve t o the r igh t (radius point bears South 25°3S ,12W East ) ; thence Southeasterly 
along the arc of sa id curve 332.054 f e e t (Delta^l65°26*15n) t o a point of curvature 
of a 100.000 foot radius curve to the l e f t (radius point bears South 40°O8 ,5^H East); 
thence Southwesterly alona the arc of said curve 64.317 f e e t (Delta=36 t t51 l 04-) ;thenct_ 
South 13°00 , 00" West, 154.878 f e e t to a point of curvature of a 100.000 foot radius 
curve t o the l e f t (radius point bears South 77 c 00 , 00* Fast)?thence Southeasterly alor 
the arc o f sa id curve 51.976 fe'it (Del ta=29°i6Mo n ) ; thence South 16°46 ,^9" Fc.st, 
32.732 f e e t to a po int which i s South 8?°44 ,14" East, 975.068 f e e t aloiri tJva center 
of S e c t i o n l i n e and South 513.034 f e e t from the Center o f Sect ion 9 . 
600Kii2l8PAGE43 9 
T r i a l Exh ib i t P-36, page 4 of 4 . 
pn i?~ 
Accounts Payable 
Storage 
Insurance 
Newspaper 
Utah Power 
Mater 
Mountain Fuel 
Trade 
Visa 
Mastercard 
Maintenance fees 
Owner fees 
Telephone 
Notes Payable 
Intermountain Thrift 
Rockymountain State Bank 
First Interstate Bank 
Mortgage Payable 
American Savings 
Aluma Syatems 
400 
135 
67 
69 
33 
102 
93 
997 
871 
782 
894 
628 
57^72 
36,622 
22,5^3 
31,006 
90,171 
131,023 
43,856 
-. Source 
Invoice 
~ 11 
ft 
Statement 
•1 
it 
Statement 
Computer Terminal 
Trial Exhibit D-42 
1983 INCOME CLARIFICATION 
$13^,3^ Gross deposits Rockymountain State Bank 
S~ 32,315 Line of credit deposits 
102,029 Net deposits from government invoices J^'&r 
/ 8^006 Invoices/checks cut in 1983 - 1983 Gross income government invoices 
^? 18,623 Invoices /checks cut in 1982 but deposited in 1983 
10,881 Manuracture by FIFECO and delivered to government at no cost due to 
improper origional production by FIFECO. 
Costs Not available due to non-return of cancelled checks ly plalntlf 
? - - 4' 
I 
P 
-H 
•H 
w 
-H 
u 
En 
0 ttL/y 
1982 INCOME CLARIFICATION 
3 $3^5.616 Gross deposits Rockymountaln State Bank 
V — 125,374 Loans deposited 
^ ~ 26,000 Line of credit deposited 
jg)L, j2ii2 Net deposits from government invoices 
174,895 Invoices /checks cut in 1982 - 1982 Gross income government invoices 
19,347 Invoices/ checks cut in 1981 but deposited in 1982 
$89,717 Explosive Charge Kit Gross 
26,018 Unusual profit due to mfg of mounting base (3684335) $126 -buy vs $20 nfg each 
Costs Not available due to non-return of checks by plintlf 
i-3 
H 
W 
X 
i 
Ln 
Employer's name, address, and ZIP code 
Kmart Corporation 
3100 W. 1IC BEAVER 
TROY, Ml. 48014 
380729500 
Federal Identification Number 
ef39??«* 
State Identification Number 
Wage and Taxtf (QjO Q 
Statement U © 0 0 
Copy 2 lor State, City or 
Local Tax Depl 
0 Allocated l*p« 7 Atfvence EIC payment 14 Social Mcurity ttps 
t Employ** i aociai security number 
b ! 9 40 S M I 
9 FadaraJ Income I n wlthhak) 
- 7 J 6 . 3 9 
10 WaQea, lipt. oir>«r compan&atto" 
10.33A.QL> 
11 Social aacurHy tax wtthhald 
6 9 2 # ^ 7 
13 Social sacurity wapas 
10»336»6Q 
Employer's use Stele income Ui withheld 
2 3 4 * 5 2 
Stiti wioii, Hpt etc 
I 0 t 3 3 6 . e t > 
Name of St te 
UT 
11 4 2 7 3 Stele income tai withheld State weges, tips. etc. Name of Stare 
S J F I F E 
241 0 eVE*GK£t:N AVE 
SALT LAKS CITY 
Local income tai withheld Local wages, tips. etc. Name of locality 
U I 64 109 
Employee's name, address and ZIP code 
Local income tai withheld Local wages, tips. etc. Name of locality 
U.R.Civ.P. 60 
RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT OR ORDER 
[Subsection (a) omitted] 
(b) Mistakes; Inadvertence; Excusable Neglect; Newly 
Discovered Evidence; Fraud, Etc. On motion and upon such terms as 
are just, the court may in the furtherance of justice relieve a party 
or his legal representative froma final judgment, order, or proceeding 
for the following reasons: (1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, 
or excusable neglect; (2) newly discovered evidence which by due 
diligence could not have been discovered in time to move for a new 
trial under Rule 59(b); (3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated 
intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or other misconduct of 
an adverse party; (4) when, for any cause, the summons in an action 
has not been personally served upon the defendant as required by 
Rule 4(e) and the defendant has failed to appear in said action; (5) 
the judgment is void; (6) the judgment has been satisfied, released, 
or discharged, or a prior judgment upon which it is based has been 
reversed or otherwise vacated, or it is no longer equitable that the 
judgment should have prospective application; or (7) any other reason 
justifying relief from the operation of the judgment. 
WILLIAM R. RUSSELL (3833) 
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
1000 Valley Tower 
5 0 West Broadway 
Salt Lake City, UT 14101 
Telephone: (801) 532-6327 
IN TUK THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AMD FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BARBARA FIFE, 
Plaintiff and 
Respondentt 
vs. 
NORMAN FIFE, 
Defendant and 
Appellant. 
DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION UNDER 
U.EXiv.P. 60(b) 
District Court # D83-3S43 
Supreme Court Case #20452 
Judge J. Dennis Frederick 
INTRODUCTION 
Defendant submits this Supplemental Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities in Support of his Mot ion for Relief from Judgment. Prior 
counsel for the dftffJfdant Robert W. Hughes has filed a Memorandum 
of Points and Authorities in Support of said Motion <R, 228*232), 
and the same is incorporated herein. Defendant will rely upon both 
Memoranda in Support of bis Motion as well as the Affidavit of Norman 
Fife dated March 2#; 1**5, and the Affidavit of Norman Fife dated May 
8# 1986. Throughout this Memorandum and the Affidavit of Norman 
Fife, Exhibits to doeuments filed oontemporaneoMs herewith will bear 
the designation "AJ£<* **•#"• and Exhibits introduced at trial will 
be designated as *f#, Bx.#". 
Defendant's Motion is based upon U.K.Civ.P. QU(b)(1),(2) t(7). 
Defendant hereby asserts that he is pursuing such motion under (1) 
and (7) of Rule 60(b), and will make no allegation in reference to (2) 
of such Rule. Defendant's contentions are that the excusable neglect 
of the defendant was occasioned by prior counsel's failure to advise 
him as to the evidence needed at trial, and the fact that numerous 
original records of the defendant remain in the possession of the 
plaintiff, constitute excusable neglect for failure to produce such 
evidence. As to (7), the defendant contends that certain rulings of 
the Court and the resultant Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
in terms of the Decree of Divorce are contrary to the evidence, or 
are unsupported by evidence of any kind. Defendant seeks relief 
from the Judgment for the reasons stated herein, and in the specific 
manner stated in the conclusion of this Memorandum. 
POINT 1 
THE PROPERTY DIVISION AND AWARD SHOULD BE 
REALLOCATED TO ACCOUNT FOR OBLIGATIONS 
ENCUMBERING ASSETS ACQUIRED DURING THE MARRIAGE 
Defendant asserts that the asset distribution made by the Court 
in it's Ruling constitutes an inequitable division of the marital 
estate because the assets which were awarded to the defendant are 
encumbered substantially in excess of their value, and tne assets 
awarded to the plaintiff are substantially unencumbered. The 
defendant has summarized the asset distribution made by the Court 
and the attendant liabilities of the parties in Aff. Ex.#A. Such 
distribution shows a 52% asset allocation to defendant and a 48* 
allocation to plaintiff. The second column shows that 99x> of the 
liabilities upon the total marital estate have been assumed by the 
defendant. Such a division not only results in an inequitable 
distribution of the marital estate, but actually invades the corpus 
of defendant's inherited property due to the assignment of excessive 
obligations. While defendant admits that he is in a better position 
to pay the obligations on the property, defendant asserts that he 
should be allocated some unencumbered equity in the real property. 
Defendant further asserts that he should be awarded as his sole and 
separate property the approximate $29,000.00 amount of retirement 
stock set forth in Aff. Ex.#A, Tr. Ex.#43, because such property was 
acquired in approximately 1968 and was put away into mutual fund 
accounts for the purpose of defendant's reti rement. Defendant al leges 
that plaintiff is participating in a retirement and savings program 
of her own, which will provide for her security after retirement. 
(See Aff. E x . # G ) . 
The Utah Supreme Court in Jackson v. Jackson, 617 P.2d. §338 at 
340 (Utah, 1980) stated that the trial court should consider all 
relevant factors in distributing the ma rital estate, including ability 
to pay. While defendant has conceded a superior ability to pay, 
defendant contends that liabilities must be considered in allocating 
the assets and liabilities of the marital estate. Such was not done 
in the instant case. Assets were allocated on a roughly a fifty-
fifty basis without regard to liabilities. The liabilities set forth 
in Aff. Ex.#A and Tr. Ex.#42 and 44, clearly show that the plaintiff 
has received all the unencumbered property of the marital estate 
while the defendant has received all the excessively encumbered 
proper ty. 
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POINT II 
AMOUNTS OF CHILD SUPPORT SHOULD BE REDUCED AND 
THE ALIMONY TERMINATED BASED UPON EVIDENCE OF 
THE INCOME OF THE PARTIES. 
Since trial, the defendant has filed individual federal income 
tax returns for the years 1982, 1983, and 1984. All such income 
returns were in the relevant period to be considered by this Court 
in making
 Q determination of income upon which to base child support 
and alimony. (See Aff. Ex.#B, C, <3c D ) . 
Defendant relies substantially upon the case law cited in the 
original Memorandum of Points and Authorities filed in March, 1985. 
Defendant contends that the open ended award of alimony granted to 
plaintiff constitutes a violation of the current applicable case 
law. In the recent case of Jones v. Jones, 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah, 
1985), the Court reaffirms the criteria for the determination of 
alimony as set forth in Engli sh v. English, 585 P.2d at 411. The 
Jones case makes clear that a alimony award is to be determined from: 
1. The financial conditions and needs of the wife; 
2. The ability of the wife to produce a sufficient income for 
herse 1 f ; and 
3. The ability of the husband to provide support. 
The plaint i ff/wi fe in the instant case has been gainfully 
employed since 1976. As is set forth below her actual net income 
is approximately $717.00 after tax per month. Since plaintiff was 
awarded the marital home with no mortgage indebtedness, it docs not 
appear that her income needs to be augmented other than by c m Id 
support. The ability of the defendant to provide support for the 
plaintiff is explained in detail below. 
Further, the trial court may not use the award of alimony or 
the distribution of property as a punitive measure against either 
party. See Head v. Read. 594 P,2d 871 (Utah, 1979), 
Substantial errors have been made in the calculation of the 
defendant's gross income* Defendant's income is set forth in a 
statement made under penalty of law by virtue of the income tax forms 
filed with the Internal Revenue Service, From the Schedule C of the 
income forms, the defendant has prepared and extrapolation of actual 
disposable income based upon cash deductions from his gross income 
such as depreciation and car allowances. These extrapolations to 
total disposable income for the applicable years are set forth in 
Aff. Ex.#E. These figures are gross figures before tax, and should 
be compared with the gross figures before tax, of plaintiff herein. 
From Tr. £x.#5t>, it is clear that plaintiff's net income has been 
used, and her net income has been misstated as $650.00 per month as 
in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered herein. An 
actual net amount from Tr. Ex.#56 would be $717.00 per month, but 
defendant asserts that the gross figure should be used in comparsion 
to his gross figure. Based upon plaintiff's gross income amount in 
Tr. Ex.#56 of $10,336,00 the plaintiff's monthly gross income would 
be in the amount of $861.00. Based upon the near parity of plaintiff's 
and defendant's disposable income, the alimony award entered herein 
should be terininated and given nunc pro tunc effect as provided by 
Utah Code Ann. §30-4a-l. Further the order of child support should 
be reduced downward to reflect the near parity of the disposable 
income of the parties* 
CONCLUSION 
The defendant urges the Court pursuant to Rule 60(b), ll.rt.Ci v. P. 
fifl(b) to amend it's judgment with regard to the property distribution 
of the parties. The defendant asserts that a more equitable 
distribution, in light of the income and liabilities of the parties, 
would be an award to defendant of sixty-five percent of the equity 
i n t he unencumbered mar i tal home. Even with this ad just merit, plaintiff 
would receive fifty-seven percent of the marital estate, with 
liabilities included. Defendant further asserts that he should be 
awarded as his sole and separate property the approximate $29,000.00 
worth of stock which he has placed for his retirement in a mutual 
fund. In that the plaintiff is gainfully employed, and is 
participating in a retirement program, defendant asserts that this 
would constitute an equitable distribution of the marital estate. 
Defendant has previously urged the Court to modify it's award ot 
a 1 itnony and ch i Id support and hereby requests that the same be ordered. 
UATEO this day of May, 1986. 
WILLIAM R. RUSSELL 
Attorney for Defendant/AppelI ant 
- £ -
CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
1 hereby certify that I delivered a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Defendant's Supplemental Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities in Support oi Defendant's Motion Under U,H.Civ.P. 60(b) 
to Vlr. Phillip W. Dyerf Attorney for Plaintiff and Respondent, 136 
South Main Street, #320, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 on this day 
of May, 1986. 
1040 Depar tment of the T reasu ry—In te rna l Revenue Service U.S. Individual Income Tax Return 82 (0) 
ur th«' year January 1-December J l 1982 or o ther tax year beg inn ing 1982 end ing 0MB No 1545 00 /4 
Use 
1Kb 
label 
Other 
wise, 
please 
print 
or type. 
Your fui t name and initial (it joint return, also give spouse s name and initial) Last name 
1'ieienl home additis (tiumbet tntl street, including ipirtment numbtr or run) route) 
Your social security number 
Spouse's social security no. 
r/7 yo: #x// 
City, towq or post office, State and ZIP coda touq 
r S P**/^ 
Your occupation • d^^fj/j +r< r+ "' 
Spouse's occupation • 
Presidential 
Election Campaign 
Do you want $1 to go to this fund? / * 
If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund? 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Note: Checking "Yes" will 
not increase your tax or re-
duce your refund. 
Piling Status 
Dheck only 
>ne box 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Single v, i For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions 
Jtfarned filing joint return (even if only one had income) / O / T~ 
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and fujl name bare |^/^..J^.t^^T.^...-^.^... 
Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 6 of Instructions.) If the qualifying person is your un-
married child but not your dependent, enter child's name • 
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died • 19 ). (See page 6 of Instructions.) 
Exemptions 
Always check 
the box labeled 
Yourself. 
Check other 
boxes if they 
apply. 
6a 
b 
\A Yourself 
Spouse 
I I Blind ) 
I I Blind" ' **) 
Enter number of 
boxes checked 
on 6a end b ^ 
65 or over li  
65 or over*4 ' | | lind" 
>c -First names^fyror depenfaentchiWren Who IMd>r i t fW \±../Gh£<2Jm.^2^. ' - ^ S ^ 
. ^ G ^ i ^ . J f t ^ > Med *• 6c • 
d Other dependents: 
(1) Name (2) Relationship monfhi lived In your noma 
(4) Old . 
nave income of |1,000 or mora? 
'(5) Did TOO provide 
mora than onahali of 
dependent'* tapoort? Enter number of other 
dependents ^ 
Add numbers 
entered in 
e Total number of exemptions claimed ».»-•»%-» * . . boxes above • 
/ 
v\ 
n 
Income , 
Please a t t a c h , _ _ 
Copy B of your 
Forms W-2 here. 
If you do not have 
a W-2, see 
page 5 of 
Instructions. 
Pleas* 
attach check 
or money 
order here. 
i 3 * i . j l i f i f ' . , 
7 Wages, salaries, tips, etc 
8 Interest income (attach Schedule 0 It over $400 orvou haya liny Al/Sa vera Interest, 
~dar Cftvidende f>ttich Schecfufe 8 If over J400) .J&GlQX- J.?&*tffi^&2&±-1.' 
c Subtract line 9b from lirte 9a . . . . . . ' r 
10 Refunds of State and local income taxes (do not enter an amount unless you de-
ducted those taxes in an earlier year—see page 9 of Instructions) 
11 Alimony received 
12 Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C) • 
13 Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D) 
14 40% capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (See page 9 of Instructions) 
15 Supplemental gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) 
16 Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17 . . 
17f Othjer pensions and annukle^TotaV^elvddt i^1* ' r * * • I 
• * 
Adjustments 
to Income 
(See 
Instruc- - ^ ><- X 
" f l o t i i ' e j n ^ v ^ a j f t 
AdjatteaV^ 
»firett»laMi 
b Taxable amount, if artyrfrpm worksheet on page 10 of Instructions 
18 Rents, royalties, partnerships, estate*, trusts, etc. (tttach Schedtole E) 
19 Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule"?) %i:\ . . " . . ' . . 
20a Unemployment compensajtlon (Insurance). Total received I •Wei 
ifr&Ta&tola amounttfwyrfrwi v&fHshejeron pa&a 10 of Instructions; ; . 
21 y Otherlncome(sUtrfiatwand*wree*-«eewge*10 trftastracttasr^* 
Tol 
"^ni 
• t T - f 
22 fri&Tin^ 
23 Moving expense (attach rjorm 3903 or 3903?)°/ .°.* \W* 
24 Employee business expanses (attebh Form 2106) . . 
25 Payments to an iRA. Yiu tyust inter code frbm'page 1 
9c 
10 
i i 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
47b 
18 
19 
•mm 
20b 
21!i J 
4m 
ftQffi 
(tta) 
}%<{?#> 
28 Alimony paid * ' ^ . . . \ i ^ . \ ^ . . . . . 
sd^Dilpbillty Incoma Exclusion (attach'^drm 2440) . . . 
•31-^Jdtal ad)uttmanto.LAdd Jin— 23 through-30. 
jym 
9f+1ti&4oilgurwyourtax,*eepage dot instruct »^yfiTure-youf tax, seei>eg» a of rnstrticttonai ,«,»»»r'n-i-; 
* Ve.<WVl»lNMfHTf*aVTlNOO#«Ct;1^ #^22403*2 
rorm 1U40 (1982) l'<?K« 2 
Tax 
Compu-
tation 
(See 
Instruc 
tions on 
page 12) 
Credits 
(See 
Instruc-
tions on 
page 13) 
33 Amount from Une 32 (ad/usted gross income) 
34a If you itemize, complete Schedule A (Form 1040) and enter the amount from Schedule A, line JO . . 
Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your 
parent's return, check here • Q and see page 12 of the Instructions. Also see 
page 12 of the Instructions if: 
• You are married filing a teparate return and your spoute itemize* deductions. OR 
• You file Form 4563. OR • You are a dual atatua alien. 
34b If you do not itemize, complete the worksheet on page 13. Then enter the allowable 
part of your charitable contributions here 
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b," whichever applies, from line.33 . 
36 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e . . 
37 Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35 
38 Tax. Enter tax here and check if from QJ'fax Table, Q Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or 2, 
or Q Schedule Q 
39 Additional Taxes. (See page 13 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from • Form 4970, 
• Form 4972, • Form 5544, or Q section 72 penalty taxes . . . 
40 Total. Add lines 38 and 39 
1 
33 
34a 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
IP 
40 
m • X l o c o 
-UUZl 
XI17 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) 
Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) . . . . . . . . . , . 
Investment credit (attach Form $468) . , . . , . .
 v. ., f -
Partial credit for political contributions 
Credit for child and dependent care expenses (Form*2441/. 
Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) 
Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) 
Other credits—see page 14 • 
Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
48 
50 Balance. Subtract line 49 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero). • 50 
tO 7 
z / XT 
Other 
Taxes 
(Including 
Advance 
EIC 
Payments) 
06 
51 Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) 
52 Minimum tax (attach Form 4625) 
53 Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) , 
54 Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) 
55 Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137). 
56 Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form VV-2) 
57 Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) 
58 Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W-2) . . . . . . 
59 Total tax. Add lines 50 through 58 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
/S73H 
/ 
k 
58 
59 UZJ 
Payments 
Attach 
Forms W-2. 
W-2G, and 
W-2P 
to front. 
60 Total Federal income tax withheld 
61 1982 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1981 return . 
62 Earned income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see 
page 15 of Instructions . • * 
63 Amount paid with Form 4868 . . . , 
64 Excess FICA and RRTA tax withheld (two or more employers),. 
65 Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach 
Form 4136) . , . ' , , 
66 Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
J&7 
67 Total Add lines 60 through 6 6 . 350 A 
Refund et 
Aftoont 
Yea Owe 
68 
69 
70 
71 
If line 67 i* larger than line 59, sntar amount OVERPAID. .. , . . . • 
Amount o H I n e ^ - T v ' T ' - ~ " ' * * 
Amount of Una 68 to be applied to your 1983 estimated t a x . . . • 1*0 j 1 
If line 59 is larger than line 67, enter AMOUNT YOU OWE. Attach check or money order for full amount 
payable to Internal Revenue Service. Write your social security number and "1982 Form 1040" on it. • 
(Check • • if Form 2210 (221 Of) Is attached. Saa page 16 of Instructions.) p> % 
68 
v 
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have aaaminad this return, Includlnff accompanying echedutea and statement*, and to the beat 
toe and belief, It la true, correct, end* complete. Declaration of preparer (other Man 
which preparer naa any knowtedf 
taxpayer) la baaed on ell Information of 
W^h 
—mf**m 
Firm's name (or 
yours. If eelf-emj 
and address 
rs 
aiiai»ett^flfflllMltWy>MTH 
self-em*
 w 
ployed r 
r*wr 
Preparer's social security no. 
chedules A&B 
Form 1040) 
jpajtment of th« lieasuiy . 
Utnai Kevanuo Sorvice K^' 
Schedule A—Itemized Deductions 
(Schedule B is on back) 
^ Attach to Form 1040. • See Instructions for Schedules A and B (Form 1040). 
OMB No 1M5-O074 
0,82 
07 
lame(s) as shown on Form 1040 Your social security number 
Medical and 
Dental Expenses 
(Do not include 
expenses reim-
bursed or paid 
by others.) 
(See page 17 of 
Instructions.) 
1 Medicines and drugs . . . . 
2 Write 1% of Form 1040, line 33 . . . 
3 Subtract line 2 from line 1. If line 2 is more than line 1, write zero . 
4 Total insurance premiums you paid for medical and dental care . 
5 Other medical and dental expenses: 
a Doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals, etc 
b Transportation 
c Other (list—include hearing aids, dentures, eyeglasses, etc.) 
6 Add lines 3 through 5c 
7 Multiply amount on Form 1040, line 33, by 3% (.03) . . . . 
8 Subtract line 7 from line 6. if line 7 is more than line 6, write zero 
9 Write one-half of amount on line 4, but not more than $150 . , 
10 COMPARE amounts on line 8 and line 9, and write the LARGER amount 
Taxes 
(See page 18 of 
Instructions.) 
11 State and local income ^ . 
12 Real estate 
13 a General sales (see sales tax tables) A'. 
b General sales on motor vehicles 
14 Other (list—include personal property) • 
15 Add lines 11 through 14. Write your answer here . 
Interest Expense 
(See page 19 of 
Instructions.) 
16 a Home mortgage interest paid to financial institutions . . . 
b Home mortgage interest paid to individuals (show that per-
son's name and address) • _ 
17 Credit cards and charge accounts 
18 Other (list) • 
19 Add lines 16a through 18. Write your answer here . 
Contributions 
(See page 19 of 
instructions.) 
20 a Cash contributions. (If you gave $3,000 or more to any one or-
ganization, report those contributions on line 20b.) . . . 
b Cash contributions totaling $3,000 or more to any one organi-
zation. (Show to whom you gave and how much you gave.) 
21 Other than cash (see page 19 of Instructions for required statement) 
22 Carryover from prior years .n 
23 Add lines 20a through 22J Write your answer here. . . . 
Casualty and 
Theft Losses and 
Miscellaneous 
Deductions 
(See page 20 of 
Instructions.) 
24 Total casualty or thefflbss(es) (attach Form 4684) 
25 a Union and professional dues 
b Tax return preparation fee 
26 Other (list) • 
27 Add lines 24 through 26. Write your answer here 
Summary of 
Itemized 
Deductions 
(See page 20 of 
Instructions.) 
2B Add lines 10, 15, 19, ?3, and 27 . 
29 If you checked Form 1040, Filing Status box 
\ { ? * *} it sJ « ;«• / . u . * . 
f 2 or 5, write $3,400. . 1 ,
 M , | lor4,wr i te$2,300. . } . . . * ' . 
I 3, write $1',700 . &K J ' »•»> ^ 
30 Subtract line 29 from Una 28. Write your answer here and on Form 1040, line 34a: (If 
1
 linW^9 Ignore* than line 28, see the Instructions for (In* 30 on page 20.) . . : **' 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions. 
SCHEDULE C 
(Form 1040) 
Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service (Q) 
Profit or (Loss) From Business or Profession 
(Sole Proprietorship) 
Partnerships, Joint Ventures, etc., Must File Form 1065. 
^ Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041. • See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040). 
Name of proprietor
 A 
hJor&.pn_._„ D Fir** 
0MB No lb45-0074 
08 
Social security number of proprietor 
A Mam business activity (see Instructions) • 
B Business name • f~~fh<?C& 
CO'X>'7/r,QCjr~j/A/£ ; product • 
O Business address (number and street) • ... 
City, State and ZIP Code • c5 -L -£> 
C Employer identification number 
I I I I I I I 
E Accounting method: (1) Q Cash (2) Q Accrual (3) Q Other (specify) ^ 
F Method(s) used to value closing inventory: 
( l ) ' Q Cost (2) Q Lower of cost or market (3) Q Other (if other, attach explanation) 
G Was there any major change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? 
If "Yes," attach explanation. 
H Did you deduct expenses for an office in your home? 
I Did you operate this business at the end of 1982? 
J How many months in 1982 did you actively operate this business? • 
|Yes_ 
-K K 
> 1 <1 
No 
Income i 
la 
lb 
a Gross receipts or sales . . . / '. • . • . • 
b Returns and allowances 
c Balance (subtract line lb from line la) 
Cost of goods sold and/or operations (Schedule C- l , line 8) . . . . 
Gross profit (subtract line 2 from line lc) . . . . 
a Windfall Profit Tax Credit or Refund received in 1982 (see Instructions) 
b Other income 
/7&7j?q 
5 Total income (add lines 3.4a, and 4b). 
4a 
4b 
/75-7<?Q 
Deductions 
6 Advertising 
7 Bad debts from sales or services 
(Cash method taxpayers, see In-
structions) 
8 Bank service charges. . . . . 
9 Car and truck expenses . . . . 
10 Commissions 
11 Depletion 
12 Depreciation, including Section 
179 expense deduction (from 
Form 4562) 
13 Dues and publications . . . . 
14 Employee benefit programs . . 
15 Freight (not included on Schedule C- l ) . 
16 Insurance 
17 Interest on business indebtedness 
18 Laundry and cleaning . . . . 
19 Legal and professional services . 
20 Office supplies and postage. . . 
21 Pension and profit-sharing plans . 
22 Rent on business property . 
23 Repairs \. 
24 Supplies (not included on Schedule C-l). 
' • • • • • • • t e e e e * * * * * * * ^ * * ^ • • 
JkSL 
"TIT 
6>&$Q 
25 Taxes (Do not include Windfall 
Profit Tax here. See line 29.). . 
26 Travel and entertainment . . 
27 Utilities and telephone 
28 a Wages . . 
b Jobs credit 
c Subtract line 28b from 28a . 
29 Windfall Profit Tax withheld in 
1982 
30 Other expenses (specify): 
• Imi/ilm, 
b £Aknd*„ 
c M^Cj£A&X^. 
d L„J£4J&^JJBQ. 
• Teat* * 
h £aulpmad..Jiaiisr.. 
i i3aa:...jZ^sht 
k 
I 
m 
31 Total deductions (add amount! In column* for lines 6 through 30m) • 
32 Net profit or (lots) (subtract line 31 from tin* 5). if a profit, enter on Form 1040, line 12, and 
on Schedule SE, Part I, line 2 (or form 1041, Hne 6). If a toss, go on to line 33 
31 
32 
..2.23../.. 
£& 74> 
J[£JL£±. 
.20.&J.L... 
l&b**Y 
iW 
33 If you have a loss, do you have amounts for which you mt% not "at risk" in this business (see Instructions)? , • t ) ' 
If you checked "No/' enter the Ibss on Form 1040. line 12, end on Schedule SE. Part I, line 2 (or Form 1041, lines). Yes • Ho 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions. 
iEDULE SE 
rm 1040) 
tnifiit uf the Iieasuiy 
ial Hevemie befvicr (0) 
Computation of Social Security Self-Employment Tax 
^ See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040). 
>» Attach to Form 1040. 
<• ot belt employed person (as shown on social security card) 
'1/0/ ''WSJ ^ » ^ 
Social security number of 
seif-employed person ^ 
OMU No 154 'J -OOM 
1 1 8 2 ~ 
22 
6~Zi ?o\<sl S# 
Regular Computation of Net Earnings from Self-Employment 
Net profit or (loss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 57 or line 90, and farm partnerships, Sched-
ule K-l (Form 1065), line 18b 
Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 32, and Schedule K- l (Form 1065), line 18b 
(other than farming). See instructions for kinds of income to report. 
Note: If you are exempt from self-employment tax on your earnings as a minister, member of a 
religious order, or Christian Science practitioner because you filed Form 4361, check here • [[]. 
If you have other earnings of $400 or more that are subject to self-employment tax, include 
those earnings on this line 
(<S~S*L) 
/9o90> 
Optional Computation of Net Earnings from Self-Employment 
Generally, this part may be used only if: 
• Your gross farm profits were not more than $2,400, or 
• Your gross farm profits were more than $2,400 and your net farm profits were less than $1,600, or 
• Your net nonfarm profits were less than $1,600 and less than tWo-thirds (%) of your gross nonfarm income. 
See instructions for other limitations. 
Farm Optional Method—Enter two-thirds (2/3) of gross profits from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 
31 or line 88, and farm partnerships, Schedule K- l (Form 1065), line 18a, or $1,600, whichever is 
smaller 
Nonfarm Optional Method—Enter the smaller of two-thirds (%) of gross profits from Schedule C 
(Form 1040), line 3, and Schedule K- l (Form 1065), line 18c (other than farming), $1,600, or, if 
3 
4 
5 
6 
$1,600 00 
f r c i f « Computation of Social Security Self-Employment Tax m 
Enter the amount from Part I, line 1, or, if you elected the farm optional method, Part II, line 4 . . 
Enter the amount from Part I, line 2, or, if you elected the nonfarm optional method, Part II, line 6 . 
Add lines 7 and 8. If less than $400, you are not subject to self-employment tax. Do not fill in the 
rest of the schedule 
The largest amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social security 
or railroad retirement tax for 1982 is 
a Total FICA wages from Forms W-2 and RRTA compensation . . 
b Unreported tips subject to FICA tax from Form 4137, line 9, or to 
RRTA tax 
11a 
l i b 
c Add lines 11a and l i b . 
Subtract line He from line 10 
Enter the smaller of line 9 or line 12 
If line 13 is $32,400, fill in $3,029.40 on line 14. Otherwise, multiply line 13 by .0935 and enter the 
result on line 14 
Self-employment tax. Ente> this amount on Form 1040, line 51 
10 
l i e 
12 
13 
14 
JL ffJ) 
$32,400 
l$.5K>i\ 
00 
.0935 
>r Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions. 
*u&owfitNiMNrniMTiiMornaiiia-o-M»-07t ID n-.4ii.to 
1.7*1 
SCHEDULE E 
(Form 1040) 
D«partm«nt of Urn Trtasury 
Intern*! Rcvtnu* S«rvlc« (0) 
Supplemental Income Schedule 
(From rents and royalties, partnerships, estates and trusts, etc.) 
^ Attach to Form 1040. • See Instructions for Schedule E (Form 1040). 
Name(s) as shown on Form 1040 
OMU No 1!>4!> UO/4 
•0®82 
15 
Your social security number 
Rent and Royalty Income or Loss 
1 Are any of the expenses listed below for a vacation home or other recreational unit (see Instructions)? • • • • • Q Yes Q 
2 If you checked "Yes" to question 1, did you or a member of your family occupy the vacation home or other recreational i 
unit for more than the greater of 14 days or 10% of the total days rented at fair rental value during the tax year?. Q Yes • 
Description of Properties 
Property A (Show kind and inrjitinn) ... . .. * 
Property B (Show kind and inr*»inn) 
Property C (Show kind and location) 
No 
No 
Rental and Royalty Income 
3 a Rents received . 
b Royalties received 
Rental and Royalty Expenses 
4 Advertising 
5 Auto and travel 
6 Cleaning and maintenance . . . . 
7 Commissions 
8 Insurance 
9 Interest 
10 Legal and other professional fees . . 
11 Repairs 
12 Supplies 
13 Taxes (Do NOT include Windfall Profit 
Tax here. See Part III, line 35.) . . . 
14 Utilities 
15 Wages and salaries 
16 Other (list) • 
4 
"•• • 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
17 Total expenses other than depreciation 
and depletion. Add lines 4 through 16 
18 Depreciation expense (see Instruc-
tions), or Depletion 
19 Total. Add lines 17 and 18 . . . . 
20 Income or (loss) from rental or royalty 
properties. Subtract line 19 from line 
3a (rents) or 3b (royalties) . . . . 
21 Add properties with profits on line 20, and write the total profits here. 
22 Add properties with losses on line 20. and write the total (losses) here 
23 Combine amounts on lines 21 and 22. and write the net profit or (lots) 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Properties 
hare. 
24 Net farm rental profit or (loss) from Form 4835, line 50 . .^ . . . . _; 
25 Total nmtaior royalty Income or (loss). Combine amounts on lines 23 and 24. and write the total Ima. 
If Parts II, III. and IV on page 2 do not apply to you, write the amount from line 25 on Form 1040, line 18. 
Otherwise, Include the amount in line37 of Schedule E . V " T ~ . . ' ^ " V 7 . '. . . . \ > .». 
for Paperwork Reduction Act Notk», see Rmn 1040 IrtstnictkNis, 
Totals (Add columns 
A, B, and C) 
17 
18 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25; 
.. . I M A T 1 
•tyutf 
) 
1 
Schedule E (Form 1040) 1982 Pa«« 
Income or Losses from Partnerships, Estates or Trusts, or Small Business Corporations 
If you report a loss below, do you have amounts invested in that activity for which you are not "at risk" (see Instructions)7 Q Yes [_J No 
If Yes," and your loss exceeded your amount "at r isk," did you limit your loss to your amount "at risk7" 
c 
c 
r 
m 
a. 
(ft) NftlTM 
-j£iriI^JLxtojdbeh4JB^JL££^ 
(b) Employer 
identification number 
&&&342J&. 
26 Add amounts In columns (c) and (d) and write here I 2 g 
(c) Net loss 
(see instructions foi 
"at risk" limitations) 
27 Combine amounts in columns (c) and (d). line 26, and write net income or (loss) 
28 Expense deduction for section 179 property, (Form 1065, Schedule It-Mine 11). Do not enter 
more than $5,000 ($2,500 if jnarried. filing separately) - ~— -~ i U / . - .''-2! 
29 Total partnership income or (toes). CombW arnounts_on Jines 27 .end 28. Write here and 
include in line 37 below ' . . .' . . . * . 
1 I 
•± 
1 X 
27 
4 ( 
28 W/^J 
29 
4c;»3 hi 
(d) Net income 
J&£. 
., ^MJk~gt 
T&&L-
JK 30 Add amounts in columns (c) and (d) and write hem . . . . . . 
31 Total estate or trust income or (loss). Combine amounts in columns (c) and (d), line 30. Write 
here and include in line 37 below 
j 
a . 
MS 
32 Add amounts in columns (c) and (d) and write here I , 3 2 
31 
33 Total small business corporation income or (loss). Combine amounts in columns (c) and (d), 
line 32. Write here and include In line 37 below . . . t i 33 
Windfall Profit Tax Summary 
34 Windfall profit tax credit or refund received in 1982 (see Instructions) . . . 
35 Windfall profit tax withheld in 1982 (see Instructions) 
36 Combine amounts on lines 34 and 35. Write here and include in line 37 below . 
34 
35 
36 
Summary 
37 TOTAL income or (loss). Combine lines 2 5 , 2 9 , 3 1 , 3 3 , and 36. Write here and on Form 1040. line 1 8 . • 1 37 
38 Farmers and fishermen: Write your share of GROSS FARMING AND FISHING IH-
COME applicable to Parts I and M . . , , 38 
Depreciation Claimed in Part I.—Ciaalrtt oafy if property was placed is service before Jaaaaiy 1,19SL Far 
reFonB456ZHyo*pi*cHairyf>n^^ PartV. 
ft) M i W W) (•» m <£) 
4 ^ U ~ - 4 U U l . i U U h ^ M M I . 
Totals (Property A) 
an 
I 
Totals (Property B) 
O i 
_J? 
+-rr 
-^U=-
1 ~ 
Totals (PropartUff 
~mt 
S * s « iv» - »J 
. *..«•«•..* u . £ 3 
• n » r i • • > > • • * * . 
-tnrnr 
»*.*.* «Mr»\; 'f ^ «v
 V..^L # is^p'^., ^ § 
•art ( a n i w *<*! 
fTOvnygrw] 
i ai *k\t\* t 
wrrrrsrsirTri 
t>Y OtTISl j ' W .UO  Of 
,UJ* v«9W 
•o l ir,a * t * t ^ 
(c» <>o ,^ u»-
lit 
!inr7m?!| 
>o titan I 
<jlfc < 
-3RTT^ 
* U A ( -1"iiiiiTft^Tlfli'iiWllfe/^ ; i u u " " * K 'V l
1
* ! ' 1 ;»Vi M* 
£ I U t U U.S. individual Income Tax Return U^J&3 (0) 
Tor the yedf Januaiy 1 December 31 1983 or other tax year beginning 1983 ending 19 OM8N0 1545 0074 
Use 
IRS 
label 
Other 
wise, 
please 
print 
or type 
Your first name and initial (if joint return, also give spouse's name and initial) l i 
/v&rrrten F> Fife 
Last name 
Present home address (Number and street, including apartment number, or rural route) 
Your social security number 
Spouse's social security number 
City, town or post office State and ZIP code 
/ e /jr &//09 
Your occupation 
Spouse's occupation 
Presidential 
Election Campaign 
L Do you want $ 1 to go to this fund? 
If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund?/ 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Note: Chicking "Yes" will 
not increase your fax 
or reduce your refund 
Single I for Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions 
larrfe^flftnglbint return (even If only one r i & i n c o m e ? * * U*K ^* - 1**" ' i . 
Married tiling separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here. - ^ 
child but no tv iH i i^epe ident w f i U child's name here. 
Qualifying wldow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died *» 19 ). (See page 6 of Instructions) 
Filing Status 
Check only ' 
one box. 
v 
^••TT V? I'M 
z+? 
^ r?7 
ng person is your unmarried 
Exemptions 
Always check .<&»>*• *8ri* 
the box labeled w * ' 
Yourself 
Check other 
boxis if they 
appiy. 
6a* Yourself 
Spouse 
65 or over 
65 or over 
Blind 
Blind 
names pfyoufdeperwWjt children who JJVftd With you. 
d Other dependents: 
(1) Name (2) Relationship 
<3)Nemberof f (4) Did 
months lived have income of 
$1,000 or awe? 
(5) Old you provide 
MOff than one-Mil of 
otptftdoat't tupport? 
Enter number of 
boies checked 
on 6a and b • 
Enter number 
of children 
listed on 
_
 m 
* I U I 
«« • L Z J 
e Total number of exemptions claimed . 
Enter number 
of other 
dependents • 
Add numbers 
entered 
bow above xtti • 1 h I 
income 
Please attach 
Copy B of your 
Forms W2,W-2G, 
and VY-2P here 
If you do not have 
a W-2. see 
page 5 of 
instructions 
7 Wages, salaries, tips. etc. 
8 Interest income (also attach Schedule B ifoyer $400 or you f 
9eL Dividends (also attach Schedule B If over $400) _ 
O youha\ 
-ait many All-Savers interest) . , 9 b Exclusion 1 
tf Subtract line 9b from line 9a and enter the result . . . J 
1 0 Refunds of State and local income taxes, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions (do not 
enter an amount unless you deducted those taxes in an earlier year—see page IQ of 
Instructions) 
1 1 Alimony received . .' 
1 2 Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C) • 
13 Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule O) . . . 
14 4 0 % capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (Seepage 10 of Instructions) 
15 Supplemental gains or (losses) (artjc/r Form 4 7 9 7 ; 
1 6 Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions/and annuities not reported on line 1 7 . 
17a Qther pensions and annuities. Including rollovers. Total received 17a I 
h 
Please 
attach check 
or money 
order here. 
fjjTfe^bla • • • • .''' 
]M^akroya l t i es .par tnersh ips ,e * t f to1n* j^ * * ? ? ; ? / . Vfc 
1$ / fa rm (ncome or (loss) (attach Schedule F) *s> 
20at:UnemploymentcofnpefKal^ . . . 1 ^ 1 L _ 
P b^Taxable amount, i(any, from worksheet on page 11 of IrWUuctione »~ff*,^V***ierv*»-»«9'-
? 1 OtruV income (stale nature aad so*re*weea p a * 11 of last ructions) 
2 2 »TotJW Income. Add amounts in column tor lines 7 through 2 1 . V , 
"TTOF .v. x . • 
8 
-9c 
10. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17b 
18 
1 9 * 
20b 
21 
22 
tu 
JTfJ? 
P35£ 
TTTIJ 
Adjustments 
to Income 
(See 
Instruct 
tionsoru 
, 2 3 " M o l V i g expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F) . . . . 
2 4 , Employee business expenses fartsc/i form 2106) 
25a IRA deduction, from the worksheet on page 12 
b Enter here IRA payments you made irr 1984 that are included in 
$fe line 25a above fcJ I I 
»26 ^r^rr^UtoejUc^<Wii;Wretirementf ien^ .n4., Hi ^u 
2 7 " Penalty on early withdrawal of savings - • • * 
24 
25a 
i i r 
2 8 ^Alimonypaid . • - ^ . V • - » » • • * 
rtuOeSJrtent :zLpe^^ 
'^W:i Disability ( iKon i^^u i ionf f f t^ F6W2440) 
Tc^i a d j u s t m e n t * ^ , 
27 
28 
29 
30. 
jjiJL f, ifW j i i* 
Adjusted gross I n c o m e Subtract line 3 1 from line 2 2 . If this line is less than$10t 
^^^^
<
^
(
^^Sf!!!!L &)«*SPV* l6ottn*tructkxi$;KyoQw$i$lR$t6*t' 
J r * i^ j 
32 ig^'^tie^ mu 
• Jm *>,, *>' 
t- »i i l O U J ^ I J8 I ) 
" 1 
Tax 
Compu-
tation 
(See 
Instrut 
ttonb on 
page 13) 
Credits 
(See 
Instruc 
tions on 
page 14) 
33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross income) 
34a It you itemi/e complete Schedule A (Form 1040) and enter the amount from Schedule A line 28 
Caution If you hdve unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your parent s return 
check here • P I and see page 13 of the Instructions Also see page 13 of the Instructions if 
• You are married filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions OR 
• You file f-orm 4563 OR 
• You are a dual status alien 
34b If you do not itemize deductions on Schedule A (Form 1040), complete the worksheet on page 14 
Then enter the allowable part of your charitable contributions here 
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33 
36 Multiply $ 1 000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e 
37 Taxable Income Subtract line 36 from line 35 
38 Tax Enter tax here and check if from Q Tax Table, Q ] Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z, or 
Q Schedule G 
39 Additional Taxes (See page 14 of Instructions ) Enter here and check if from F 1 Form 4970, 
Q Form 4972, Q Form 5544, or Q section 72 penalty taxes 
4 0 Total. Add lines 38 and 39 
4 1 Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) 
42 Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) 
43 Investment credit (attach Form 3468) 
44 Partial credit for political contributions 
45 Credit for child and dependent care expenses (attach Form 2441) 
46 Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) 
47 Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) 
48 Total credits. Add lines 4 1 through 47 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
33 
34a 
34b 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
49 Balance. Subtract line 48 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero) 
48 
49 
TF77J 
*)&g o 
(T37{) 
Other 
Taxes 
(Including 
Advance 
EIC 
Payments) 
06 
Payments 
Attach 
Forms W 2. 
W 2G, and 
W 2 P 
to front 
50 Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) 
51 Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) 
52 Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) 
53 Social security tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137) 
54 Uncollected employee social security tax and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) 
55 Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 Total tax. Add lines 49 through 55 56 
57 Federal income tax withheld 
58 1983 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1982 return 
59 Earned income credit If line 33 is under $10,000, see page 16 
60 Amount paid with Form 4868 
61 Excess social security tax and RRTA tax withheld (two or more 
employers) 
62 Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach Form 4136) 
63 Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 Total payments. Add lines 57 through 63 
Refund or 
Amount 
You Owe 
Please 
Sign 
Here 
Paid 
Preparer's 
Use Only 
65 
66 
67 
68 
If line 64 ts larger than line 56, enter amount OVERPAID . , . , • 
Amount of line 65 to be REFUNDED TO YOU
 r £» 
Amount of tine 65 to be applied to your 1984 estimated tax . • I 67 I I 
If line 56 is larger than line 64, enter AMOUNT YOU OWE. Attach check or money order for full amount 
payable to "Internal Revenue Service " Write your social security number and " 1983 Form 1040° on it • 
(Check • Q if Form 2210 (22 lOf) Is attached Seepage 17 of Instructions ) $ | 
Under ptnalties of perjury I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and 
belief they are true correct and complete Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) it based on all information of wtich preparer has any knowledge 
L^4fa4 
Firm's name (or 
yours if self em 
and address 
rtf ••' i »• i ^ l 
Spouse's stg/ifture (If filing jointly, BOTH mutt sign) 
Date 
tfk?m/W77C cfyfZ&tS 
Preparer'* s social security no, 
self-employed ffifcjCEa/* \3&\S<Rr6 
(f£/ £ Q*'*o i f s/r 
EI NO <r? a4vs-/*3 
ZIP code ££<£. 
* u» ox)vieNiyi€Nr HWHTiNOoffice teaf*.si I I fca.tt«a4e*t 
bUHLDULtSA&d 
(Form 1040) 
Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service (0) 
Schedule A—Itemized Deductions 
(Schedule B Is on beck) 
• Attach to Form 1040. • $ • • Instructions tor Schedules A and B (Form 1040). 
Name(s) as shown on Form 1040 
Medical and 
DexUl Expense? 
(Do not include 
expenses 
reimbursed or 
paid by others.) 
(Seepage 18 of 
Instructions.) 
M r mon 
Taxes 
(See page 19 of 
Instructions.) 
Interest Expense 
(See page 20 of 
Instructions.) 
Contributions 
(See page 20 of 
Instructions.) 
1 Medicines and drugs 
2 Write 2 % of Form 2040, tin*33 
3 Subtract line 2 from line 1. If line 2 is more than line 1, write zero. 
4 Other medical and dental expenses: 
a Doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals, insurance premiums you 
paid for medical and dental care, etc 
b Transportation 
c Other (list—include hearing aids, dentures, eyeglasses, etc.) 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Add lines 3 through 4c 
Multiply amount on Form 1040, line 33, by 5% (.05) 
Subtract line 6 from line 5, If line 6 is more than line 5. write zero. 
State and local income , , . . , . . . . 
Real estate 
a General sales (see sales tax tables) 
b General sales on motor vehicles 
Other (list—include personal property) • . 
4a 
4b 
6 
OMB No 1545-0074 
H®83 
07 
Your social security number 
3QL 
3Q7 
a 
9 
10* 
10b 
11 
Add lines 8 through 11. Write your answer here 
2ZZ 
JJL 
13 
14 
15 
a Home mortgage interest patf to financiaf institutions 
b Home mortgage interest paid to Individuals (show that person's 
name and address) • . . 
12 M £ <2 
\ n 
Credit cards and charge accounts 
Other (list) • 
16 Add lines 13a through 15. Write your answer here. 
17 a Cash contributions. (If you gave $3,000 or more to any one 
organization, report those contributions on line 17b.) 
b Cash contributions totaling $3,000 or more to any one organiza-
tion. (Show to whom you gaye and how much you gave.) • 
18 
19 
Other than cash (attach required statement). 
Carryover from prior year 
17a 
17b 
18 
19 
20 Add lines 17a through 19. Write your answer here - • 20 
Casualty and 
Theft Losses 
Miscellaneous 
Deductions 
(See page 21 of 
Instructions.) 
21 Total casualty or theft loss(es) (attach Form 4684) (see page 20 of Instructions} • 
22 Union and professional dues 
23 Tax return preparation fee . 
24 Other (list) • . 
22 
23 
24 
25 Add lines 22 through 24. Write your answer here • 
Summary of 
Itemized 
Deductions 
(See page 21 of 
Instructions.) 
26 Add lines 7,12,16,20;'21,and25' , 
f Filing Status box 2 or 5, write $3,400 ) 
27 If you checked Form 104Qt I Filing Status box 1 or 4; Write $2300 > 
28 Subtract line 27 from line 26*JiVrn^your anawer h^r* grrf p" P r^m t |^dn . line 34a* <lf tine 
v t * 
26 /^ati 
27 
M ^ M ' - -
S/0&* 
28J 
T—*FVm 
3ZL 
For Paperwork Reduction Art freflco. see f i t t f r * ^ ^*u.* j ( f>tt .v ^ S c h e d u j e A ( r ^ l W ) l W 
4562 
epartment of the Treasury 
ternai Revenue Service (0) 
Depreciation and Amortization 
• Sae separate Instructions. 
• Attach this form to your return. 
OMB No 1545 0172 
H§83 
67 
ame<s) as shown on return 
/I/or man D, Fife, Identifying number 
usiness or activity to which this form relates 
ART 1.—Depreciation 
Section A.—Election to expense recovery property (Section 179) 
A. Class of property 
YTO/7? 
•.Cost C Expense deduction 
/> <*e*<s />,~/&^/y, S„^,A/o*r *-A67 
~y 
Total (not more than $5,000). Enter here and on page 2, line 8 (Partnerships or S corporations—see the 
Schedule K and Schedule K-1 Instructions of Form 1065 or 1120S) . . . . . . . . 
— 
A. Class of property 
Accelerated Cost Recovery Systerr 
(a) 3-year property 
(b) 5-year property 
(c) 10-year property 
(d) 15-year public utility property 
(e) 15-year real property— 
low-income housing 
(f) 15-year real property other 
than low-income housing 
Property subject to section I «(,«> 
' 
• - - - i » - . i r . I 1 
~ - . . | . . 1 
— — , * . , . . -. ( __ _ _ 
Section B. 
" B.t)sti " 
pfacedin 
service 
i (ACRS) (See Insi 
1 -. 
» 
^S3 
i 
V 
[2)«tectlori<Swn 
1
 '" f " ' ' 
- | 
—Depreciation of recovery property 
[ CCostor 
other basis 
Lructions): 
f 
T - Y ~ v r - ' • - -
/?ds >* 
rortructbn*); 
" - L l U I T 1 J 
lt 
D. Recovery 
period 
MBuammm 
*•-•" 
/ « -
jn i " ' " ^ ^ ^ ^ B T B S S 
E. Method 
of 
figuring 
depreciation 
p H s a s a i 
„ 
.. , . ,, 
\sf-*i 
S ^ t e s ^ 
F.Per-
centage 
mssmm 
¥ 
,^JV 
* 
- _ j _ 
Total column G. Enter here and on page 2, line 9 ~7 . . . . "~ 
mfmommotk Redact!** Act JtotfceLOAi sjME*Tj7t2s"22ii srasE^ro Li iujt„";%'r» ^ j vm^mi mtjrjit! 
Q. Deduction 
for this year 
mmaBBUBmBBESBam 
_ „
 T _ _ _ _ . . 
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SCHEDULE C 
(Form 1040) 
Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service IQ) 
Profit or (Loss) From Business or Profession 
(Sole P rop r ie to rsh ip ) 
Partnerships, Joint Ventures, etc., Must File Form 1065. 
• Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041. • See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040). 
Name of proprietor 
/JtrMon D. h,& 
A Mam business activity (see Instructions) • ^ \ ? "VTyg^d drWG 
OMBNo l54bOO/4 
i§83~ 
09 
Social security number of proprietor 
; product • 
Business name and address ^ J&0& S£rihc/te*" &/*? 
s / - ^ *2# " *ri?'<//'o9 
Method(s) used to value closing inventory-
(1) • Cost (2) • Lower of cost or market 
Accounting method: (1) • Cash (2) D Accrual 
C Employer identification number 
(3) D Other (attach explanation) 
( 3 ) D Other (specify) • 
Was there any major change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? 
If "Yes," attach explanation. 
Did you deduct expenses for an off ice in your home? 
Yes No 
MAj 
PART I.—Income 
1 a Gross receipts or sales 
b Less: Returns and allowances 
c Subtract line lb from line la and enter the balance here 
2 Cost of goods sold and/or operations (Part III, line 8) 
3 Subtract line 2 from line lc and enter the grots profit here 
4 a Windfall Profit Tax Credit or Refund received in 1983 (see Instructions) 
b Other income 
5 Add lines 3, 4ar and 4b. This is the gross Income 
la 
l b 
l c 
4a 
4b 
<?5-CT3 0 
9zrcr3o 
PART II.—Deductions 
6 Advertising . . . . . 
7 Bad debts from sales or services (Cash 
method taxpayers, see Instructions) . 
8 Bank service charges 
9 Car and truck expenses 
10 Commissions . . . 
11 Depletion 
12 Depreciation and Section 179 deduction 
from Form 4562 (not included in Part 
HO 
13 Dues and publications . . . . 
14 Employee benefit programs . . 
15 Freight (not included in Part III) . 
16 Insurance 
17 Interest on business indebtedness 
18 Laundry and cleaning . . . . 
19 Legal and professional services 
20 Office expense 
21 Pension and prof it-sharing plans . 
22 Rent on business property 
<2iV 
<3<rf 
JJL2£L 
6~6 *?3. 
z. 
1202-9$Y 
S.S-7Q/ 
jkioi. 
,#&&--„ 
<?2 <T<V 
23 Repairs 
24 Supplies (not included in Part III) . . 
25 Taxes (Do not include Windfall 
Profit Tax here. See line 29.) . . . 
26 Travel and entertainment . . . . 
27 Utilities and telephone 
28 a Wages 
Jobs credit 
29 
30 
c Subtract line 28b from 28a . . 
Windfall Profit Tax withheld in 1983 
Other expenses (specify): 
a 
b 
c 
a 
e . 
f 
I 
h 
I 
Train f/ist 
/Tabc/Gz. 
£/<&frani<!>. 
.....thak<M/m 
/fee. 
I3Q 
l*L3-
73Y 
J2V*L 
<?3 
*??*-' 
ART 3%r 
1^J5J2±. 
£££L 
ftffb* 31 Add amounts in columns for lines 6 through 301. These are the total deductions 31 
32 Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 31 from line 5 and enter the result. If a profit, enter on Form 1040. line 12, 
and on Schedule SE, Parti, line 2 (or Form 1041, line 6). If a loss, go on to line 33 32 (3 3 A) 
33 M you have a loss, you must answer this question: "Do you have amounts for which you are not at risk in this business (see Instructions)?*Q Yes Q No 
If "Yes," you must attach Form 6198. If "No," enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12, and on Schedule SE, Part I, line 2 (or Form 1041, line 6). 
PART Hi.—Cost of Goods Sold and/or Operation* (See Schedule C Instruction* for Pert III) 
*X/i 1 Inventory at beginning of year (if different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation) 
2 Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use 
Cost of labor (do not include salary paid to yourself) . . 
Materials and supplies 
Other coats 
Add lines 1 through 5 
Inventory at %nd of yw 
3 
4 
8 
6 
7 
8 Cost of goods sold and/or operations. Subtract line 7 from \\r* 6. Enter hare and In Part l t line 2, above. 
4 
3 3. 
± 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, tea Form 1040 Instructions. * U A < ID i t H u i i w Schedule C (Form 1040) 1983 
WILLl Vvi .\ . KLIitLL Km I 
Attorney for Defendant 
1000 Valley Tower 
50 West Broadway 
Salt Lake City, UT 8-1 11) I 
Telephone: (Hill) 263-2937 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE ul' UTAH 
BARBARA FIFE, 
Pitii 
R6SpOiivjcn c , 
NORMAN FIFE, 
Defendant and 
Appe1lant • 
CERTIFICATE OF FILING 
AND SERVICE 
Court nf Appo.il , NM H60Uy5»CA 
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